
FSUK CLAY TARGET SHOOTING SECTION  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Doveridge Shooting Ground  

Wednesday 6th October 2023 MINUTES 

 
 
The FSUK Clay Target Section has had a very successful year in which 
there has been close competition in all the Inter Service and Fire Service 
Competitions.  
 
The section goes from strength to strength, and we have been able to 
attract new members from many services. 
 
A really big thank you to all of you who regularly compete and support 
the section, clay shooting is becoming more and more expensive so to 
receive such strong numbers is testament to the commitment as a 
section. 
 
A discussion took place over the support for 2024 Inter Service series. In 
2023 there were more numbers competing for the GB team even though 
the members were paying nearly 100% of entry fees. 
 
The Secretary reported that the new Whatsapp group was working well 
and the Social Media guru continued with updating the site. 
 
Any members who wanted items posted on the Clay target Shooting 
page should forward it to the Section Secretary. 
 
Treasures Report: 
The Treasurer circulated the Section Balance Sheet and gave a brief 
report on the Sections finances. 
It is hoped that FSUK will be forthcoming with external funding. 
A request was made to consider replacement team kit. It was decided to 
source prices and samples for the Fire Service. Once a supplier and 
embroiderer has been found and the prices agreed, the Section clothing 
stocks would also be available to purchase. 
 
Election of Committee: (To be finalised at the Christmas Shoot Dinner) 
 
 
 
 



Starting balance =                           £2169.68 
 
Outgoings: 
 
Money spent on trophies =               £  226.14 
Xmas Shoot =                                   £  470.00 
Fly away entries =                            £  320.00 
Total =                                              £ 1016.14 
 
 
Incomings: 
 
Kibworth shoot revenue =                £ 1507.00            
Kibworth Shoot Raffle =                   £   125.38 
Total =                                              £ 1632.38 
Balance =                                         £ 2785.87 
 
  
These minutes are a true reflection of the meeting held. 
 
Mark Van Allen           20/12/23 
 
 
 
 


